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Action in/and context: a practitioner’s perspective.  
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What is really in the room? 
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Crisis of Representation: Accounting for the ‘unknowing’ 
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Creative research methodology 
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Soft bodies, hard surfaces: rehearsing The Threepenny Opera at 
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CODA: Limits and Characterisation 
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“Scott’s aired a couple of things”: Back to Back Theatre rehearse 
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Origins of the project 
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The Dignity Of Risk – No Actors Were Harmed In The Making Of This Show 
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Yes, but is it Art(ful)? 
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Can you see me? Space, dimensionality and visibility 
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Flat actors  
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Digital dramaturgy 
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Latency, echo and hum 
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Im/possible triangle: teacher artist researcher 
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Pragmatic Pedagogy 
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Tread softly for you tread on my dreams (Yeats) 
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Prologue to Epilogue 
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